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INSPIRATION IS 

HERE TO STAY
At first glance, you might find it hard to believe that we held 

back. But we did. And we always will. 

That’s because while others make an easy grab for attention, we 

craft cabinetry solutions that make a lasting impression. 

Welcome to all that’s new from Kemper® Cabinetry, including 

seven handpicked finishes inspired by the beauty of nature 

and organic living. Discover lighting solutions designed to make 

cabinets and creators look nothing less than illuminated. And 

keep your imagination fully engaged with even more noteworthy 

embellishments and everyday innovations. 

Each and every one — built with an eye for quality, backed by 

our FourEver™ Quality Assurance guarantee, and born ready for 

the drawing table.
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Caprice Maple Forest Floor

FOREST FLOOR
If your jaw hits the bathroom floor and 
nobody is around to hear it, does it still 
make a sound? Such deep thoughts 
are naturally to be expected when you 
lose yourself in an environment  so 
inviting. Introducing Forest Floor, our 
forward-looking, full-hiding, neutral 
opaque available on all Maple door 
styles. It yields an earthy, brown hue 
that complements our broader range of 
wood species and tones, and proves a 
rich alternative for those searching for 
a respite from black. You feel more at 
home already. 

• NEW FINISH DETAILS:

• Full-hiding opaque paint

•   Inspired Collection

•  Available on Maple 

Our shared nature:  Like you, we closely observe and track growing 
trends — then evolve our thinking accordingly. Forest Floor reflects 
the modern day migration towards earthier interior landscapes.

FOREST FLOOR
Shown on Caprice Maple
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Baxter Maple Thatch

THATCH
There are places in this world — in 
your little corner, perhaps — that seem 
to be uniquely designed for just rolling 
with an idea and seeing where it goes. 
Thatch is another example of how we’re 
always dreaming up new ways to make 
mixing and matching colors, grains 
and textures less time consuming and 
so much more fulfilling. Right in line 
with design forecasts calling for warm 
complements to cool neutrals, this 
versatile finish is specially formulated 
to enhance our existing opaques and 
stains. Build it, and the ideas will come. 

 NEW FINISH DETAILS:

• Semi-transparent finish

•   Available on Cherry, Hickory, Maple and Oak

 

A swatch to watch:  Designed to be a welcome addition to our 
delightfully expansive collection of medium brown finishes, we can’t 
wait to see how you bring the best out of this well-crafted color.

THATCH
Shown on Baxter Maple

Shown on Oak

Shown on Hickory

Shown on Cherry
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HENNA
In order to move forward with 
something new, sometimes you first 
have to step back — a really, really long 
way back. Such is the case with Henna. 
Born of plants; coveted by aesthetic 
aficionados as far back as ancient 
Egypt; now available on Cherry and 
Maple — this rich brown finish features 
subtle red undertones and eagerly 
awaits the opportunity to take its rightful 
place within your modern color palette. 
Plus, it never hurts to make sure the 
design gods are happy.

 FINISH EXPANSION DETAILS:

• Inspired Collection

•   Semi-translucent finish

•  Now available on Cherry, in addition to Maple

Cool not cold:  With more time than money to spend in and on their 
kitchens, people are trading in industrial-strength ambitions for something 
a bit more warm and inviting. Storm on Cherry bridges that gap.

STORM
Shown on Dutton Cherry

HENNA
Shown on Kingston Cherry

HENNA
Shown on Kingston Maple

 NEW FINISH DETAILS:

•  Brown stain with red undertones

•   Available on Cherry and Maple

A “red-y” answer:  We’ve noticed the trend, too — more people are asking 
for a greater variety of brown stain options that feature a hint of red. Henna 
proves a refreshingly simple, strikingly beautiful solution.

STORM ON 
CHERRY
How do we continue to make big 
splashes with our new finishes? 
Because we’ve made a habit of 
listening to designers and learning. 
And from everything you’ve told us, 
our stone gray, semi-translucent stain 
(previously available only on Maple) 
has taken homeowners’ imaginations 
by, well, you know. Plus, with popular 
tastes continuing to align with the 
natural richness of Cherry, it only made 
sense to add Storm to your creative 
consideration set.  
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COTTER IN 
CHERRY
Cotter has become one of our most 
popular transitional door styles since 
it first left the wood shop. The fact 
that you continue to ask us for more 
design options in Cherry hasn’t escaped 
our attention, either. So this year we 
made a point of adding Cotter to our 
ever-expanding list of available Cherry 
door styles. Granted, it isn’t the most 
earth-shaking announcement we’ve 
ever made. But even the most daring 
designer knows there’s a lot to be said 
for doing something simply because it 
makes sense.

Style Wood Finish

GLAZES ON 
OAK
Contemporary whites and neutrals 
continue to dominate home decor 
magazines. And sales of classic wood 
grains such as Maple, Cherry and 
Hickory have managed to hold strong. 
But don’t count out Oak. More and 
more signs are pointing to the trend 
that Oak is on the comeback. To help 
you stay ahead of the curve, we’re 
expanding some of our most popular 
glazes to increase your options for 
creating an ever-popular rustic look. 
Tells you where we think the smart 
money is going. 

PALOMINO
Shown on Northrope Oak

WHISKEY BLACK
Shown on Northrope Oak

BLACK FOREST
Shown on Northrope Oak

 FINISH EXPANSION DETAILS:

•  Glazes now available on Oak: Black 
Forest, Palomino and Whiskey Black

Oak with options:  Oak’s durability and 
distinctive grain continue to make it a 
popular staple. Bold, dark glazes, together 
with clean door styles and streamlined 
hardware, are perfect for rustic designs with 
a modern twist.

COTTER
5-piece drawer front
Shown in Sahara Cherry

COTTER
Optional slab drawer front
Shown in Sahara Cherry

 STYLE EXPANSION DETAILS:

•  Now available in all Cherry finishes 

Life in transition:   Smart design acknowledges the one truth that never 
changes — everything changes. The Cherry wood species has proven to 
be a time-tested element, but, when paired with the clean lines of Cotter, it 
creates a fresh new motif.
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LIGHTING  SOLUTIONS
Design at the speed of light with the easy-to-use 2020 Lighting 
Wizard. Choose from three fully customizable cool- or warm-light LED 
platforms — Standard, Deluxe and Premium. Then sit back as your 
design is auto-filled with a contemporary task and feature lighting 
package, delivered ready-to-assemble with the cabinets, and backed 
by a five-year warranty. 

A.  LED Rigid Strip
  There’s no end to the imagination of the uses for these versatile, 

rigid strips. Feed power into one end and link multiple strips at a 
time to enjoy energy-efficient LED lighting.

B. LED Flexible Strip
  Mood lighting that bends to your will and adds new meaning to 

the word flexible. Strips are available in 2 lengths in either warm 
or cool light, can be linked with other strips, and are trimmable to 
fit any space.

C. LED Puck Lighting
  Surface or flush mounted, under kitchen wall cabinets or living 

room display shelving — one way or another, you’re going to love 
the ease and effect of this modern interpretation of a traditional 
lighting solution. Includes four choices to fit your design needs.     

D. Battery Powered Drawer Strip Utility Light
  This exclusive light pairs innovative sensor technology with high 

definition lighting to deliver maximum illumination while requiring 
a minimal amount of battery power and drawer space.

 More Options 
  (Not shown) Along with high-efficiency, low-hassle lighting strips, 

Kemper offers a broad selection of illumination solutions — 
including AC dimmable drivers, infrared switches, plus more. 

A. B. C.

D.
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EMBELLISHMENTS
There’s the school of contemporary thought that claims 
embellishments are ancient history. Consider this your hall pass. 
From transitional to Euro, truss corbels to finger pulls and metal feet 
— Kemper now offers more A-grade design solutions to spark bigger 
thinking while accenting and supporting modern sensibilities.

A. Crescent Corbel 
 A total eclipse of the ordinary. Available in Brushed Nickel.

B.  Square Foot
  Take a hard line. Available in Brushed and Polished Stainless 

Steel.

C.  Tee Foot
  Stands for transitional. Available in Brushed Nickel and 
 Polished Chrome.

D.  Round Foot
  Blow the curve in style. Available in Brushed and Polished 

Stainless Steel. 

E.  Caster
   Roll these into your next contemporary design. Available in Clear.

F.  Angled Foot
  180˚ from expected. Available in Brushed Nickel and 
 Polished Chrome.

G. Shelf Support Bracket
  Sold in pairs. Available in Satin Nickel. Just in the nick of time.

H.  Finger Pull
   Sleek, edge mount hardware with two size options.  Available in 

Brushed Nickel.

  I. Touch Latch
   Convenient push-to-open mechanism installed in-frame for a 

streamlined look. 

J.  Truss Corbel
   Contemporary takes on a classic design technique, now yours 
 for the keeping. Available in Stainless Steel.  

A.

B.

C.

H.

G.

D.

E.

F.

J.

I.
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RAIN MAKER:
Decorative glass 
is a smart way 
to add value to 
traditional storage 
configurations. 

PICTURE IT
A. CabMat™
   Protection against leaks and spills now available for 21" deep 

Vanity and 24" deep Base Cabinets as a modification, eliminating 
the need to specify the CabMat size. Exactly as requested.

B.  Wall Two Drawer Cabinet
   Given the choice, you’d choose not to have a seam be the focal 

point of your furniture-quality design. So we expanded our offering 
to include 27", 30", 33" and 36" widths.

C. Natural Finished Veneer Interior
   If you had your pick, you’d choose Natural Veneer over Laminate 

Interior any day. Well, that day has arrived. Now a standard feature 
on All Plywood Construction cabinets.

D. Straight Angle Crown/Shaker Starter/Shaker Baseboard
   Three new crown moulding options, plus one baseboard and one 

starter moulding solution mean you’ll never come up short on 
Shaker again. 8’ lengths available in all wood types, 10’ lengths in 
Maple and Cherry. Shown: Medium Straight Angle Crown.

E.  Wall Vanity Mirror Cabinet with Cut For Glass Doors                      
and Installed Mirror

   You’re right. It shouldn’t be too much to ask that your vanity mirror 
cabinet matches the rest of your design, eliminating the need to 
modify the depth and door options. Now it’s standard.

F.  Rain Textured Glass
   Forget having to come again some other day. Rain has arrived in 

all its installed textured glass glory. Let us know the next time you’d 
like to sprinkle this decorative touch into your design. 

   No Charge Modifications
   (Not shown) Seriously. Sometimes the best things in life really are 

free. Now you can enjoy the freedom to include these no-charge 
modifications to create a customized look without the hefty price tag. 

 • Increased/Reduced Depth •Flush Toekick
 •Extended Stile •Flush Toekick Arch 
 •Inverted Frame •Flush Toekick Furniture 
 •Add Toekick •Loose Toekick 
 •Recessed Toekick •Void Toekick
 

A. B. C. F.

D. E.
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MORE IN STORE
A.  Whitman Door Center Panel Option 
   A hugely popular Shaker door style, now featuring an optional 

upgrade to a solid reverse raised center panel.

B. 6" Wide, Full Height Base Single Door Cabinet
   You’d be amazed at the versatility an extra half-foot of usable 

space buys you. After all, one can never have too many cookie 
sheets or shopping bags within easy reach. 

C.  Chrome Spice Rack
   Whether you were talking in the kitchen or the craft sewing room, 

white wire simply wasn’t cutting it. Now offered with a chrome 
finish, it plays well with other kitchen fixtures and finishes.

D.  Tilt-Out Tray Expansion
   The less need for field installation of tilt-out trays for sink bases, 

the better. So we’ve expanded our offering to make specifying 
sink bases that much easier. 

E.  Two Drawer Base Cabinet – 42" and 48" wide
   Heavy-duty, undermount guides support 10" tall drawers so you 

can store in bulk and search with ease. Perfect for creating a 
streamlined look in contemporary designs.

F.  Tall Crown Moulding
   A highly flexible profile and generous 3-17/32" height further 

elevate our current crown moulding offering. 8’ lengths available 
in all wood types, 10’ lengths in Maple and Cherry.

G.  Aluminum Frame Door Expansion
  Choose from five styles that span the contemporary, Euro and 

transitional spectrum, and free you to add a modern accent 
to your design. (Not shown – Brushed Stainless Finish with          
Frost Glass.)

 End Extended Back Modification   
  (Not shown) Oh yes you can. This powerhouse of a problem 

solver adds the flexibility you need to deal with unique situations 
such as concealing ducts, chases, cut-outs, etc., by allowing you 
to extend the end panels back, in 1" increments, up to 6" deep, 
with furniture ends standard.

A. B. C. G.

D. E. F.

Brushed Stainless Finish 
with Matching Panel

Aluminum Finish 
with Matching Panel

White Powder Coat Finish 
with Frost Glass

Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish 
with Frost Glass
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 PUSH TO OPEN
  Open with just a tap.     

No hardware required.

EACH & EVERY 
A.  Stainless Steel Tilt-Out Tray Modification
   Sleek and durable at the same time, a Stainless Steel Tilt-Out 

Tray keeps cleaning tools at your fingertips.  As a modification, 
no field installation is required, and, on 30" or wider cabinets, 
the drawer front will feature one full-width tray versus two.

B.  Scoop Drawer Modification on Two Drawer Base
   How much do we love your idea of allowing the Two Drawer Base 

cabinet to be used with a cooktop while keeping the 10" high 
drawer on the bottom? This much.

C. Pantry Top Unit
   The flexibility to specify any base cabinet enables you to 

create custom configurations to accommodate this 24" deep 
wall unit, which is now available in a broader range of widths 
and heights. Shown outfitted with our new, optional Deep Roll 
Tray Modification.

D. Base Utensil Pantry Pull-Out Cabinet
   Get more out of minimal space with this innovative storage 

solution, featuring three open stainless steel canisters, and 
available in 9" and 12" widths.  

E.  Prepare Cabinet for Finished Bottom Modification
   You asked if there was any way to make a variety of puck light 

installation look easy and look good — with a finished, flush 
appearance after the skin is applied. Here’s the answer. 

F.  Tray Divider Modification Expansion
   Previously there were places in a Wall Top Hinge you simply 

couldn’t go with a Tray Divider — which wasn’t nearly simple 
enough. This modification expansion now allows 18" and 21" 
high wall top hinge cabinets to be vertically divided. 

G.  Toekick Drawer Modification Now With Push To Open Guides
   Even better, no required decorative hardware means it’s that 

much easier to achieve a cleaner look. 

A. B. C. F.

D. E. G.
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BUT NOT LEAST
A. Tall Built-In Microwave Cabinet
   This tall unit features double doors at the top and a trimmable center 

area for the microwave, with a standard base cabinet below, allowing 
the microwave to be located at the desired countertop height with no 
need for stacking, side seams, or countertop support.

B.  Wall Refrigerator Double Door Cabinet
   In closing the gap in the standard 24" deep offering, our new 27" 

width gives you all the sizes you need.

C.  Inverted Frame Modification Expansion
   Flexibility is everything when creating a furniture-inspired look, so 

it wasn’t a big stretch to expand our Inverted Frame Modification 
to include Talls, Stacked Diagonal Walls, and Stacked Wall End 
Cabinets. And now it’s free of charge. 

  Roll Tray Modification on Vanity and Office Cabinets   
(Not shown) Say goodbye to spendy field installs and hello to easy 
spec-ing. This homeowner favorite is now available as a modification 
for specified vanity and office cabinet configurations.

  Wall Built-In Microwave Cabinet
    (Not shown) To keep designing simple and convenience to a 

maximum, we’re introducing 24" deep versions of our current 18" 
and 21" Wall Built-in Microwave Cabinets.

  Double-Door Wall Corner Cabinet
    (Not shown) We don’t like gaps in our product offering any more than 

you like them in wall corners. So we effectively eliminated seams 
left by pairing single door wall cabinets as well as increased storage 
capacity for larger platters, serving dishes and such. 

  Increased and Reduced Depths on Diagonal Wall 
 and Easy Reach Wall Cabinets
    (Not shown) Now that you have greater control over how deep 

these two cabinetry solutions go, let’s see how many more places 
throughout the home they can go. Available at no charge.

  Extended Stile Modification in ½" Increments
   (Not Shown) The fewer field cuts and seams required to achieve a 

desired width, the better. Now with Extended Stiles in ½" increments, 
and at no charge.

A. B. C.

CABINET 
SHOWN

HERE
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Kemper is a certified brand in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers 
Association (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program.The program 
recognizes companies that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to 
environmental practices and sustainability.

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as 
accurately as printing technologies permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, 
we strongly suggest you view an actual sample for best color, wood grain 
and finish representation.


